LEH AND LADAKH

Starting From :Rs.:24200 Per Person

6 Days / 5 Nights
LEH

..........

Package Description
LEH AND LADAKH
Ladakh is a mountainous region and the coldest desert in the world.
In Ladakh the nature has rendered a magical, unbelievable and fantastic landscape which is
extremely breathtaking.
Ladakh lies in the north-east region of India and is surrounded by the world’s highest mountain
ranges, Karakoram and Great Himalayas. The Ladakh district occupied Kashmir in the west and
China in the north. Ladakh is an exotic destination considered as the highest plateau lying at an
altitude of 9, 800 ft. Ladakh is the 3rd province of Kashmir Valley. The population of Ladakh is
about 2, 60,000 which contain a mixture of many different ethnic groups, predominantly Tibetans,
Monpas, Dards and Muslims. In 1979, the Ladakh District was divided into Leh District (mostly
occupied by Tibetan Buddhist) and Kargil District (mostly occupied by Shia Muslims).
The Ladakh is known for its extreme deserts, blue waters, freezing winds, glaciers and sand
dunes. Ladakh is a region of India which is totally isolated from the modern world. The main
source of water is the winter snowfall on the mountains.
..........

Itinerary
Day.1
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ARRIVE LEH
Arrival Leh Kushok Bakula Airport (This must be one of the Most Sensational Flights in the World.
On a clear day from one side of the aircraft can be seen in the distance the peaks of K2, Nanga
Parbat, Gasherbrum and on the other side of the aircraft, so close that you feel you could reach
out and touch it, is the Nun Kun massif.) Upon arrival you will met by our representative and
transfer to Hotel for Check in. Complete day for rest and leisure to acclimatize followed by
Welcome tea or Coffee at the Hotel. Evening Visit to Leh Palace, Shanti Stupa & Leh
Market.Overnight at Hotel.
Meals:N.A

Day.2
LEH EXCURSION TO MONASTERIES (50 KMS / 02 HRS – ONE WAY)
Post Breakfast we proceed for Indus Valley Monastery Starting with Hemis Gompa, the largest
monastic foundation of Drukpa Kagyu Order of Tibetan Buddhism, Thiksey Monastery an
impressive complex rising tier upon tier on a hill above the village, Shey Palace, The ancient
capital of Ladakh, 3 Idiots Rancho School &Sindhu Ghat. After visiting above places we drive back
to Leh. Evening at leisure to explore the city on your own. Dinner & Overnight at the Hotel
Meals:N.A

Day.3
LEH - EXCURSION TO PANGONG LAKE – 14,000 FT. (140 KMS / 4 - 5 HRS – ONE WAY)
After an early breakfast we leave for Pangong Lake through Changla pass 5486 Mtrs. The long
easy ascent takes you to Changla pass through its winding roads passing through Sakti Village.
Stop at the Changla Pass for a quick photograph session and drive down to the village of Tangtse,
where you can relax for a cup of tea. Leaving Tangtse for Pangong you pass through few small
villages of Changthang and finally you can have a sudden view of the Pangong Lake situated at
14,000 feet (4,267 m). This famous blue brackish Lake of Pangong is 5/6 Kms wide and over 133
Kms long with half of its running the other side of the "INDO CHINA BORDER". One rarely feels
so close to nature and environment and the scenery is unforgettable. After the success of 3 Idiots,
this beautiful natural location has attracted more tourists from all over the world. After spending
some time at Pangong We drive back to Leh in the late afternoon. Overnight at Hotel in Leh
Meals:N.A

Day.4
LEH–NUBRA VALLEY VIA KHARDUNG LA 18,390 FT. (120 KMS / 4 – 5 HRS)
Post breakfast we drive to Nubra Valley. The road journey from Leh to Nubra Valley passes over
Khardung La (The Highest Motorable Road In The World) at 5,602 Mtrs / 18,390 Ft, around 39 km
from Leh. From the pass, one can see all the way south over the Indus valley to seemingly
endless peaks and ridges of the Zanskar range, and north to the giants of the Saser massif. Nubra
Valley is popularly known as Ldumra or the valley of flowers. It is situated in the north of Ladakh
between the Karakoram and Ladakh ranges of the Himalayas. The average altitude of the valley is
10,000 Ft. above sea level. Upon arrival in Nubra we check in at our Camp / Hotel in Hunder for
Overnight stay. In the evening you can walk around the tiny villages to see how the locals live in
this part of the world. A visit to a Ladakhi home can be arranged. Overnight Stay at the Camp or
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Hotel.
Meals:N.A

Day.5
DAY 05: LEH - EXCURSION TO SHAM VALLEY (50 KMS / 03 HRS – ONE WAY
After breakfast you drive downstream along the River Indus on Leh – Kargil Highway. And start our sightseeing with Hall Of Fame (Museum Constructed by India Army) near Leh is worth a visit for every Indian, and proceed further to Gurudwara Patthar Sahib at an altitude of 3600 Mtrs about

22 Kms from Leh was constructed in memory of Guru Nanak Dev ji Nestled deep in the Himalayas, A drive of another 4 km took us to Magnetic Hill which defies the law of gravity. As you move ahead from Magnetic Hills, just before Nimmu Village, there comes a famous Confluence Of Two

Rivers Indus River coming from Tibet (left) and Zanskar River coming from Zanskar Valley (right). Zanskar River is known for its famous Chadar Trek.

After visiting confluence we head to Alchi Gompa, The complex of temples located within the village is the most celebrated of Ladakh’s monasteries and dates back to the 11th century. After visiting Alchi we back towards leh enroute visiting Likir Monastery was built in 11th century and was

again re-built in 18th century and houses a 25 feet Lord gold covered Buddha Statue. Later we drive back to Leh. Dinner and overnight at Hotel in Leh.

Meals:N.A

Day.6
DEPART LEH (FLY OUT)
Tour concludes. Indiafly.com thanks you for your patronage and ensures a punctual transfer to
Domestic Airport to catch the flight for your onward Destination.
Meals:N.A
..........

Inclusions
*Assistance upon arrival at Kushok Bakula Rinpoche Airport..
*Traditional welcome in the Hotel with Welcome Drink (Hot Tea / Coffee / Kahwa) on arrival. .
*05 Nights Accommodation in Leh on twin sharing Basis as per the Itinerary. .
*Daily breakfast & dinner.
*Morning Tea / Coffee with Biscuits on the day of departure..
*Return airport and round trip transfers along with all sightseeing tours by Non-Ac Vehicle. .
*Wild Life fees & Red Cross fee.
..........

Exclusions
*Any Air or train fare/Travel insurance.
*Any Kind of Personal Expenses or Optional Tours / Extra Meals Ordered.
*Anything not specifically mentioned under the head “Prices included”..
*The Services of Vehicle is not included on leisure days & after hing the sightseeing tour as per
the Itineraryfinis.
*Guide fee, Camera fee & any monument Entrances.
*Medical & Travel insurance.
*Any changes you may choose to make during your tour.
*Additional costs due to flight cancellation, road blocks etc.
*Porterage at the hotels and airport/train station.
*Camera Fee /Excess Baggage/Emergency/Medical Cost.
*Room Heater Charges..
*GST as applicable.
..........

Hotel Details & Price
Hotel Name

Star

Twin Sharing

Child With Bed

Child Without Bed
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Standard
Deluxe
Super Deluxe
Luxury

1
2
3
4

Rs.24,200
Rs.26,300
Rs.28,800
Rs.36,500

Rs.10,900
Rs.12,600
Rs.14,850
Rs.21,750

Rs.7,850
Rs.8,900
Rs.11,600
Rs.15,000

..........

Highlights
*Ladakh with Nubra Valley.
..........

Sightseeing
Leh, Monasteries, Pangong Lake, Khardungla & Nubra Valley
Leh, Monasteries, Pangong Lake, Khardungla & Nubra Valley

..........

Terms & Conditions
*Check in time is 1200 hrs and Check out time is 1100 AM. Early check-in / late check-out are
subject to Availability...
*Indiafly.com will not bear any cost for flight cancelled or delayed due to Bad weather or any other
reason given by the airline. Cost for accommodation and transport in such cases will have to be
borne by passenger..
*There would be no refund for the road blocks at Nubra Valley | Pangong Lake & Tsomoriri Lake
due to natural calamity. The alternate accommodation Cost at Leh due to the same should be bear
by the passenger directly..
*Food menu as per availability of vegetables based on Buffet | Fixed menus.
*The above rates are applicable strictly for resident Indian citizens only.
*For Extra Person Sharing the Room & Child with Extra Bed, almost all the hotel of our area
provides MATTRESS and ROLL OVERS as a supplement to Extra Bed..
*AC and music will not allowed in hill area.
*All confirmations are subject to availability at the time of booking. No change is permissible once
tour is Started..
*This proposal is valid for the said dates/months; prices are subject to change without prior notice.
*Any damages caused to the hotel rooms / coach during your stay, shall be borne by the
concerned Passengers..
*The company shall not accept any liability or responsibility for any damages, loss of baggage,
loss, injury, accident, death, breakdown or irregularity, which may occur in carrying out tour
arrangements due to weather conditions, strikes, war, quarantine or any other cause whatsoever
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and all such loss or expenses must be borne by the passengers..
*There are no refunds for any services i.e. meals, sightseeing, etc. not utilized on your tour..
*In case False Information (Fake Age) is conveyed to the Company by the customers, The
Company possesses full right to extract the fair amount from the customers without any objection
from external authorities..
*The above package can be customized as per the customer’s Requirement..
*Meals Timings must be followed as per the instructed time of the hotels. For any un-availed
meals we shall not be responsible..
*On days when certain attractions, sights, monuments, museums, etc. are closed, the Tour
Manager Reserves the right to amend the Itinerary / cancel the visit.
*The above cost is valid for a minimum of two people travelling together..
*2.5% bank charges would be levied on all payments made by credit card..
*Rates are not valid during the festivals, fairs, special events, Higher Rates will apply peak period,
blackout dates, Carnival etc..
*Above is a tentative proposed itinerary. Final itinerary will be given after confirmation of the tour
programmed...
*The above quotation has been based on specific hotels. In case the hotel rooms are not available
as specified above the alternate hotels will be suggested. The difference in cost is payable extra..
*Service and other taxes mentioned above are as per prevailing rates from Govt Of India. Should
there be any changes in it, the same will be notified and levied accordingly..
*Any cost arising due to natural calamities like, landslides, road blockage, political disturbances
(strikes), etc (to be borne by the client, which is directly payable on the spot)..
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